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CM Dra is a spotted elipsing binary star with a period of 1.27 days. Strassmeieret al. (1993) rekoned this star among the BY Dra type variables and inluded it intheir atalogue of hromospherially ative binary stars. The BY Dra stars and theirousins, the RS CVn stars, often show brightness variations aused by star spots. Suhvariations in CM Dra were observed by Lay (1977). These variations proved to be sinewave with an amplitude of about 0.02 mag. Probably, beause of their low amplitudethese variations were not desribed in the literature after 1977. In the present paperwe report results regarding the outside-elipse brightness variations of CM Dra from ourobservations obtained at Kourovka observatory of the Ural State University during 1996{97.Some partiular harateristis of CM Dra, mainly small sizes of the omponents (theirtotal surfae area is about 12% of the solar value (see Lay 1977, for all system elements))make this star suitable in order to searh for extrasolar planets by means of di�erentialphotometry. However, suh a task needs a large amount of observations. To obtainsuÆient observational overage, the \TEP" (Transits of Extrasolar Planets) networkwas formed with the partiipation of several observatories (Deeg et al. 1998, Doyle et al.2000). At Kourovka observatory we performed the CM Dra observations as a part of theTEP network observations. We used the 70 m telesope and the two-star photometer(Kozhevnikov & Zakharova 2000). The observations were made through a standard R�lter. The total duration of our observations obtained during 43 nights is 155 hours.Besides the main goal of these observations, i.e. deteting of transits of planets orbit-ing in the plane of binary omponents, we deided to onstrut a omposite lighturveof CM Dra in order to derive some orbital elements of the system. It seemed to benot a very simple task beause the di�erential lighturves showed slow airmass-relatedhanges from di�erential extintion due to the large olour di�erene between CM Draand the omparison star. These slopes of the di�erential lighturves in the TEP networkobservations were removed by subtration of a polynomial �t to the o�-elipse lighturves(Deeg et al. 1998). In order to onstrut the omposite lighturve, using the data ob-tained at Kourovka observatory, we deided not to remove the slopes of the individuallighturves, hoping that they would be averaged owing to the large amount of the obser-vations (155 hours). Besides the extintion, the slopes an ontain brightness variations
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aused by star spots if they are present on the binary omponents. These brightnessvariations have to our over approximately the same time-sale as the extintion sinethe period of CM Dra's omponents is very likely loked to the binary period of 1.27 days.CM Dra is a very old system (see, for example, Viti et al. 1997), and its omponents haveto be ompletely in synhronous rotation. Thus, having not removed the slopes of theindividual lighturves, we ould detet outside-elipse brightness variations of CM Dra.Unfortunately, during almost two years of our observations the instrumental olour systemunderwent little hanges that resulted in the average di�erential magnitudes somewhatdi�erent for di�erent observing seasones. These average di�erential magnitudes were pre-viously subtrated from the individual lighturves belonging to the di�erent observingseasons.

Figure 1. Composite lighturve of CM Dra. The lower frame shows an expanded view of theoutside-elipse variations. The solid urve is the best-�tting sine wave. Two periods are shown for thesake of larity
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The omposite lighturve obtained by averaging all our observations of CM Dra isshown in Fig. 1. We used 856 bins per phase. The duration of the phase bins equalsthe exposure time (128 seonds). Eah point is the average magnitude of 4{6 individualmeasurements obtained in di�erent nights. The outside-elipse brightness variations withan amplitude of about 0.02 mag are learly visible in this lighturve. As mentionedabove, similar sinusoidal variations of the o�-elipse lighturve of CM Dra with the sameamplitude were found by Lay (1977). However, there is a remarkable distintion betweenthe results obtained by Lay in 1976 and our results. The phase of maximum brightnessthat was obtained twenty years prior to our observations was 0.28, whereas the phase ofmaximum brightness in our observations is 0.60. The di�erene is approximately equalto one third of the orbital period.Sine our observations over almost two years, we tried to �nd the di�erene of thephases of maximum brightness between 1996 and 1997. In order to make this, we on-struted two omposite lighturves, using the data of 1996 and 1997 separately. Then wefound the phases of maximum brightness, using sine wave �ts to these lighturves. Unfor-tunately, as seen in Fig. 1, the points around the sine wave are not distributed smoothly.In order to obtain more realisti values of formal errors from least squares tehnique, weaveraged points of the lighturves in 0.02 phase bins. Then sine waves were �tted to theselighturves onsisting of 50 points. The results with their rms errors are given in Table 1.As follows from Table 1, the di�erene of the phases of maximum brightness for the twoyears only slightly exeeds the triple interval of the rms errors, and we annot draw a on-lusion about the appreiable hange of the phases of maximum brightness between 1996and 1997. On the ontrary, we an onlude that these phases an hange signi�antlywithin one deade or more (as follows from the omparison of our observations and theobservations made by Lay (1977)).

Table 1. The information about the best-�tting sine wavestime number duration semiamplitude phase ofinterval of nights (hours) (magnitude) maximum1996 April{Otober 22 68 0:010� 0:002 0:517� 0:0231997 April{Otober 21 87 0:013� 0:001 0:635� 0:009all the data 43 155 0:012� 0:001 0:597� 0:008
Brightness variations of the BY Dra and RS CVn stars are usually onsidered to bethe e�et of star spots that overed appreiable parts of the surfaes of one or bothomponents of the system. The strong resemblane of the shapes and amplitudes of suhvariations in CM Dra that were observed in 1976 (see Fig. 5 of Lay 1977) and in 1996{97seems amazing and may mean that these brightness variations are aused by the samefeature, namely, a spotted region on the star.As seen in Fig. 1, the brightness variations in CM Dra have a smooth shape without aat top or bottom. As noted by Lay (1977), suh a shape of brightness variations maymean that the spotted area is loated very lose to the rotational pole of one of the stars,sine otherwise it would be out of view at some point in the orbit. Another hint that thespotted area in CM Dra is loated lose to the rotational pole may be the low amplitudeof the brightness variations. As far as one an see in the data given by Strassmeier et al.(1993) in the atalogue of hromospherially ative binary stars, brightness variations due
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to star spots in the BY Dra stars have usually greater amplitudes than in CM Dra andan reah several tenth of a magnitude. If the spotted area in CM Dra is similar to thespotted areas in most of the BY Dra stars, then by assuming the loation of the star spotalmost stritly on the rotational pole one an easily aount for the small amplitude ofthe brightness variations due to a slightly nonsymmetri shape of the star spot. Also thehange of the phases of maximum brightness between 1976 and 1996{97 an be explained,supposing a little hange in shape or asymmetry of this large polar star spot after 1976.Aknowledgements. The authors thank H. Deeg and L. Doyle for helpful omments.
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